
LDF 2022: Patrick Nash x CLUSTER London x Borough Yards

Supported by Better Bankside

Immersive Installation by Patrick Nash

DATES: 17-25 September 2022                                   LOCATION: Borough Yards, Clink St entrance, unit

220, SE1 9DG, London, UK

To mark London Design Festival’s 20th anniversary, Cluster London and Patrick Nash have decided to

collaborate once again and bring Neon Guy to the Bankside community.

Based in the heart of London, Patrick’s installation will not only respond to the unique environment of

Borough Yards, but will offer a mesmerising interactive element, responding directly to the movement of the

viewer as they traverse through and engage with the space. Fusing a level of functionality and interactivity

alongside a visually striking aesthetic will form one of LDFs must-see showcases.

In a world of excess, Nash’s work is distinctly minimal and clean, using single lines in his work to produce

concentrated spaces of light. Neon is a medium steeped in a rich modern history, and is compelling to

audiences within and beyond the art world due to its highly commercial appeal. When discussing his own

practice, the artist cites the tedium of anticipating an emotional response between an artwork and its

viewer, and in his simple yet enticing figures there is certainly less of an emotional pull; instead we



instinctively gather around them. The very nature of neon allows the subversion of the traditional

one-directional gaze towards an artwork. We then find ourselves enveloped in a new space created by

the artist; it is installation art without the architectural structure.

Patrick has a background in art, sculpture, music and theatre. All of these things in essence, proceed from

an origin point of inspiration in him, to a destination of perception, in you.

His current work is about shortening the length of that journey. All of the artwork that he's ever done, no

matter how well curated, presented or produced, strikes him as somehow, cast in amber, or embalmed. The

actual thing you are looking at is like a monument to an inspiration that took place some time ago. Like a

gravestone or a bronze plaque at a historical site. So today, he's trying to compress all that. His canvas is

the timeline between inspiration and perception. By shortening that span infinitely, he hopes to achieve

what he has been striving for his entire life, creative communion with another human being. And that can

only happen in this present moment, between himself and the viewer.

"It’s awkward, I know. We’ve never met, and probably never will, and yet, here we are. There are only two

people in this conversation, me and you, and there is only one time, now. And that is a perpetual

emergency about which we are all in denial."

His work today is focused on pulling back the veil and seeing each other in the moment of creative

experience.

At Cluster, we strive towards innovation, new experiences and we make new opportunities. Join us on this

voyage as we come together forging an innovative pathway through the creative landscape of the

Twenty-First century.

The next collaborative project will be this November at the launch of Cluster Contemporary Fair. Get your

tickets for our upcoming events on our website:

www.cluster-london.com | Follow us on Instagram: @cluster__contemporary
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